Abstract We investigate the optical properties of the solar gravitational lens (SGL) in the presence of the solar corona. For this, we consider the combined influence of the static spherically symmetric gravitational field of the Sunmodeled within the first post-Newtonian approximation of the general theory of relativity-and of the solar corona-modeled as a generic, static, spherically symmetric free electron plasma. We study the propagation of monochromatic electromagnetic (EM) waves through the solar system and develop a Mie theory that accounts for the refractive properties of the gravitational field of the Sun and that of the free electron plasma in the extended solar system. We establish a compact, closed-form solution to the boundary value problem and demonstrate that the presence of the solar plasma affects all characteristics of an incident unpolarized light. The affected properties include the direction of the EM wave propagation, its amplitude and its phase, leading to a reduction of the light amplification of the SGL and to a broadening of the corresponding point spread function. The wavelength-dependent plasma effect is critically important at radio frequencies, where it drastically reduces both the amplification factor of the SGL and also its angular resolution. However, for optical and shorter wavelengths, the plasma's contribution to the EM wave, leaves the plasma-free optical properties of the SGL practically unaffected. We discuss the applicability of the SGL for direct high-resolution multipixel imaging and spatially-resolved spectroscopy of exoplanets.
Introduction
It is well-known that when an electromagnetic (EM) wave propagates through a nonmagnetized free electron plasma, there is a complex interaction between the wave and the medium. Becasue of such interaction, depending on the frequency of the EM wave, the electron plasma frequency and the electron elastic collision frequency, the wave is transmitted, reflected or absorbed by the plasma medium [1, 2] . Detailed understanding these processes became important with the advent of solar system exploration where EM waves are used for tracking and communicating with deep space probes. The effect of the solar plasma on the propagation of radio waves was explored extensively (e.g., [3, 4, 5, 6] ). It is now routinely accounted for in any radio link analysis used for communication and/or navigation and for radio science experiments [7, 8, 9] .
As far as astronomical observations are concerned, plasma acts as a dispersive medium. Light rays passing through plasma deviate from light-like geodesics in a way that depends on the frequency [10, 11] . This effect plays a significant role in geometric optics models of gravitational microlensing [12, 13] . Refraction of EM waves from a distant background radio source by an interstellar plasma lens with a Gaussian profile of free-electron column density could lead to observable effects [12] . Because of their practical importance, the properties of geodesics on a plasma background were investigated extensively. As a result, significant literature on general relativistic ray optics in various media is available (for review, [14] ).
In the context of the optical properties of the solar gravitational lens (SGL) [15, 16] , the effects of the solar corona were investigated using a geometric optics approach [17] . These efforts led to understanding that in the immediate vicinity of the Sun, the propagation of radio waves is significantly affected by the solar plasma. Due to its negative refractive index, the solar corona counteracts gravitational deflection of light by bending the light trajectories outwards and effectively pushing the focal area of the SGL to larger heliocentric distances. The propagation of EM waves at optical frequencies, however, is much less affected by the solar plasma [18] , although the plasma contributes a phase shift that depends on the solar impact parameter of a ray of light.
The present paper offers an overview of our investigation of the optical properties of the SGL using a wave theoretical treatment initiated in [16, 19] and presented in detail in [20] . We study light propagation on the background of the solar gravitational monopole and introduce light refraction in the solar corona. We use a generic model for the electron number density in the solar corona, used in [4, 5, 8, 9] (using the geometric optics approximation) and in [18, 21] (using a wave-optical treatment), which extended the results of [22] to the case of a free electron plasma distribution. Specifically, we explore the plasma effect on light amplification, the properties of the point-spread function (PSF), and the resulting angular resolution of the SGL. This paper is organized as follows: In Section 2 we present Maxwell's field equations for the EM field on the background of the solar gravitational monopole and the solar plasma. In Section 3 we initiate a solution of Maxwell's equations in terms of Debye potentials. The Debye potentials themselves are determined by using the eikonal approximation in Section 4. In Section 5, we apply the solution to determine the EM field outside the termination shock. Finally, in Section 6, the interference region and image forming therein are discussed. Our results and conclusions are presented in Section 7.
2 EM waves in a static gravitational field in the presence of plasma
We consider the propagation of monochromatic light emitted by a distant source beyond the solar system and received by a detector at the focal area of the SGL. This light may be approximated as a plane wave. Its propagation is affected by solar gravity and the plasma of the solar corona. Properties of the plasma are known mostly from spacecraft tracking [4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9] .
The magnetic permeability of the solar corona is negligible. The dielectric permittivity of this plasma is defined as [2] ǫ(t, r) = 1 − 4πn e (t, r)e
where e is the electron charge, m e is its mass, while n e = n e (t, r) is the electron number density. The quantity ω p is known as the electron plasma (or Langmuir) frequency, for which a commonly used model appears in the form
with α 2 = 3.44 × 10 5 cm −3 , α 6 = 1.55 × 10 8 cm −3 , α 16 = 2.99 × 10 8 cm −3 , β i = i and all other α i = 0 [5, 18, 20] . Inside the opaque Sun, we set n e = 0. At distances r > R ⋆ with R ⋆ being is the distance to the heliopause, the electron number density is dominated by its approximately constant interstellar value, n e = n 0 . In addition to being constant, this value is sufficiently small such that its contribution to refraction can be ignored, as can any variability in the electron number density in the heliopause region.
To describe the optical properties of the SGL in the post-Newtonian approximation of the general theory of relativity, we use a static harmonic metric. In spherical coordinates (r, θ, φ) the line element is given as [23, 24] :
where, to the accuracy sufficient to describe light propagation in the solar system, the quantity u has the form
with r g being the Schwarzschild radius of the Sun. This allows us to present the vacuum form of Maxwell's equations for the static, spherically symmetric plasma distribution as
Near the solar surface, r = R ⊙ , our electron density model (2) yields ω p = 4πn e e 2 /m e ∼ 1.20 × 10 9 s −1 corresponding to a frequency of ν p = ω p /2π = 191 MHz. For optical frequencies (ν = c/λ ∼ 300 THz), its contribution is at of O(ω 2 p /ω 2 ) ∼ 4.08 × 10 −13 though for radio frequencies, it can be much higher. At the same time, the contribution of the gravitational monopole to the effective index of refraction is GM ⊙ /2c 2 r 4.25 × 10 −6 (R ⊙ /r). Therefore, it is sufficient to carry out the necessary analysis up to terms that are linear with respect to gravity and plasma contributions and neglect higher order terms.
Representation of the EM field in terms of Debye potentials
In the static, spherically symmetric case, solving (5)- (6) is straightforward. Following the derivation in [19] , we obtain a system of equations in terms of the electric and magnetic Debye potentials [25] , e Π and m Π, for the components of the monochromatic EM field with wavenumber k = ω/c:
where the electric and magnetic Debye potentials e Π and m Π satisfy the wave equation
where the plasma potential V p is given by
and the quantity Π represents either the electric Debye potential,
Typically [25] , in spherical polar coordinates, Eq. (13) is solved by separating variables [19, 18] :
with integration constants and coefficients that are determined by boundary conditions. Direct substitution into (14) yields the usual solution [25] for Φ(φ):
where β = m 2 , m is an integer and a m and b m are integration constants. The solution for Θ(θ) is well known in the form of spherical harmonics. Singlevalued solutions exist with (l > |m|, integer), in the form
The equation for the radial function R(r), in turn, takes the form
To solve (18), we follow [18] and first separate the terms in plasma potential V p , (14), by isolating the 1/r 2 term and representing the remaining terms as the short-range potential V sr :
where µ 2 and V sr are given by (note the reuse of the symbol µ; not to be confused with magnetic permeability, which we no longer use):
From the phenomenological model (2), we obtain µ 2 ≃ 5.89 × 10 15 . The range of V sr is very short: this potential provides a negligible contribution after r ≃ 8R ⊙ . These terms allow us to present the radial equation (18) as
When µ/ℓ ≪ 1, this solution behaves as
The value of ℓ may be estimated using its relation to the classical impact parameter, namely ℓ = kb ≥ kR ⊙ = 4.37 × 10 15 . Therefore, we see that the ratio µ/ℓ ≤ 1.75 × 10 −8 is indeed small, justifying the approximation (23).
Eikonal solution for Debye potential
No analytical solution is known to exist for Eq. (13) in the general case when V sr = 0. Therefore, we seek a suitable approximation method. The eikonal approximation is valid when the following two criteria are satisfied [26] : kb ≫ 1 and V sr (r)/k 2 ≪ 1, where k is the wave number and b is the impact parameter. In our case, the first condition yields kb = 4.37 × 10 15 (λ/1 µm)(b/R ⊙ ) ≫ 1. Taking the short-range plasma potential V sr from (20), we evaluate the second condition as
Therefore, we may proceed. We first note that when the short-range potential V sr is absent, (21) takes the form
The well-known solution to this equation is given in terms of the Coulomb functions F L (kr g , kr) and G L (kr g , kr) [27, 28, 29, 30, 19] :
where we use the superscript (2) to indicate that the solution to (24) includes the term ∝ 1/r 2 . Combining the solution for R
L with the results for Φ(φ), Θ(θ), we obtain the corresponding Debye potential:
with the constants µ ℓ , a m and b m to be determined later. We see that Π (2) (r) is a solution to the following wave equation:
which is the equation for the "free" Debye potential in the presence of gravity and 1/r 2 plasma, Π (2) (r), and which is yet "unperturbed" by the short-range plasma potential, V sr .
To solve (13), we first write this equation as
We consider a trial solution in the form
In other words, the Debye potential Π (2) (r), becomes "distorted" in the presence of the potential V sr by φ, a slowly varying function of r. This enables us to use the eikonal approximation, to arrive (after some algebra) at the solution
with the eikonal phase given by
where we introduced the function Q βi (τ ), which, with τ = (k · r) = √ r 2 − b 2 , is given as
with i F j [..., z] being the hypergeometric function [27] . For r = b or, equivalently, for τ = 0, the function (32) is well-defined, taking the value of Q βi (0) = 0, for each β i . For large values of r and, thus for large τ , for any given value of β i , the function Q βi (τ ) rapidly approaches a limit:
with B[x, y] being Euler's beta function [18] . For the values of β i used in the model (2) for the electron number density in the solar corona, β i = {2, 6, 16}, these values are Q 
We may thus present R L in the following form:
which explicitly shows the phase shift, ξ b (r), induced by the short-range plasma potential, satisfying relevant boundary conditions [31] . This expression, together with (15) , determines the electromagnetic field inside the termination shock boundary, where the plasma is characterized by the model (2).
General solution for the EM field outside the termination shock
Outside the termination shock, r > R ⋆ , we model the solution for the Debye potential, as usual, as a combination of that of a Coulomb-modified incident plane wave (with the G L term omitted since it becomes infinite at the origin) and a scattered wave. These two solutions must be consistent on the boundary, that is, at r = R ⋆ . On the other hand, the scattered wave must vanish at infinity. The Coulomb-Hankel functions H
impart precisely this property. After a significant amount of algebra, we arrive at the solution for the Debye potential outside the termination shock:
while the matching potential inside the termination shock is given by
with all constants determined by the boundary conditions. In these expressions, the plasma-induced phaseshift is given by
, and where the Coulomb-type phaseshift due to gravitation is
where for kr g → ∞ the constant σ 0 = arg Γ (1−ikr g ) is given by the expression σ 0 = −kr g ln kr g /e − π/4 [19] . Replacing the sum in (38) with an integral, for ℓ ≫ kr g , we obtain σ ℓ [21] :
Thus, we have identified all the Debye potentials involved in the Mie problem. However, the presence of the Sun itself is not yet captured. For this, similarly to [19, 18] , we apply the fully absorbing boundary conditions that represent the physical size and the surface properties of the Sun [21] .To set the boundary conditions, we rely on the semiclassical analogy between the partial momentum, ℓ, and the impact parameter, b, that is given as ℓ = kb [30, 29] . We require that rays with impact parameters b ≤ R ⋆ ⊙ = R ⊙ + r g are completely absorbed by the Sun [19] .
Relying on the representation of the regular Coulomb function F ℓ via incoming, H 
This form of the combined Debye potential is convenient for implementing the fully absorbing boundary condition. Subtracting from (40) the outgoing wave (i.e., ∝ H 
This is our main result, valid for all distances outside the termination shock r > R ⋆ and all angles. It requires the tools of numerical analysis to fully explore its behavior and the resulting EM field [32, 33, 34] . However, for our purposes, we need to know the field in the forward direction. Furthermore, our main interest is to study the largest plasma impact on light propagation, which corresponds to the smallest values of the impact parameter. We thus may simplify the result (41) by taking into account the asymptotic behavior of the function H + ℓ (kr g , kr), considering the field at large heliocentric distances, kr ≫ ℓ (see p. 631 of [35] ). Such an expression is given in the form
which includes the contribution from the centrifugal potential in the radial equation (18) (see also Appendix A in [22] or [32] ).
Using (42), we can present the solution for the Debye potential outside the termination shock, for r > R ⋆ to O(r 
The first term in (43), Π 0 (r, θ), is the Debye potential representing the incident EM wave propagating in the vacuum on the background of a postNewtonian field of a gravitational monopole. It is convenient to use an exact expression for Π 0 , which was derived in [19] in the form
where
). With the solution for the Debye potential given by (43), and with the help of (7)- (12) (also see [19] ), we may now compute the EM field in the various regions involved. Given the smallness of the ratio (ω p /ω) 2 (∼ 10 −2 for radio and ∼ 10 −11 for optical wavelengths), and especially at large heliocentric distances, we may neglect the distance-dependent effect of the solar plasma on the amplitude of the EM wave. Therefore, we can put ǫ = µ = 1 in (7)- (12) and use the following expressions to construct the EM field in the static, spherically symmetric geometry (see details in [19] ):
with α, β and γ computed from the known Debye potential, Π, as
In the shadow behind the Sun (i.e, for impact parameters b ≤ R ⋆ ⊙ ) the EM field is represented by the Debye potential of the shadow, Π sh , given as
As was shown in [21] , the potential Π sh (r, θ) yields no EM filed in this region.
In the region behind the Sun but outside the solar shadow (i.e., for light rays with impact parameters b > R ⊙ ), which includes both the geometric optics and interference regions (in the immediate vicinity of the focal line), the EM field is derived from the Debye potential given by the remaining terms in (43) 
where the plasma scattering Debye potential Π p (r, θ) is given by
Expression (50) with (51) is our main result for the regions outside the termination shock, r > R ⋆ and also outside the shadow region, i.e., b ≥ R ⋆ ⊙ .
shadow region of interference region of geometric optics focal line Fig. 1 Three different regions of space associated with a monopole gravitational lens: the shadow, the region of geometric optics, and the region of interference (from [19] ).
We now substitute (51) in the expressions (46)- (48) 
2 ) are given as
where A ℓ (r) and B ℓ (r) are given by
This is an important result that allows us to describe the EM field in all the regions of interest for the SGL. In particular, in accord with (50), the total EM field in the region of geometrical optics is given by the sum of the incident and scattered EM waves. Up to terms of O(θ 5 , δθ 
with ψ go is the phase in the geometric optics region that is given as follows ψ go (r, θ, t) = kr cos θ − kr g ln kr(1 − cos θ) + 2δ * ℓ − ωt. Also, the plasma phase shift, δ * ℓ , for the model (2) is given as
Following [18] and using the phenomenological coefficients α i , β i listed after the model (2), we estimate the angle of light deflection by the solar plasma, δθ p = dδ * ℓ /dℓ, as a function of the impact parameter and the wavelength:
For typical observing situations with reasonable Sun-Earth-probe separation angles [8, 9] , expression (61) provides a good description. In fact, expressions (60)-(61) agree with those derived in [7, 8] and used in a recent test of general relativity using radio links with the Cassini spacecraft [36] .
EM field in the interference region
Now we are ready to present the components of the EM field in the interference region in the presence of plasma. In accord with (50), the total EM field in this region is given from (52)-(56). To compute these factors, we replace the sums present in these expressions with integrals which are then evaluated by the method of stationery phase. As a result, to O(θ 2 , δθ 2 p , r 2 g , δθ p 2r g /r, (kr) −1 ), the total EM field in the interference region is given in the form:
To study this field in the image plane, we need to transform (62)-(64) to a cylindrical coordinate system [19] using the coordinate transformations ρ = R sin θ, z = R cos θ. As a result, for a high-frequency EM wave (i.e., neglecting terms ∝ (kr) −1 ) and for r ≫ r g , we derive the field near the optical axis up to O(ρ 2 /z 2 ) in the form
It is instructive to present (70) in the following more informative form:
with δθ g = 2r g /z = 2r g /b being the Einstein's deflection angle due to gravitational monopole. This result, to first order, is valid for any values of δθ p and δθ g and is very helpful to understand the impact of plasma on the optical properties of the SGL. Although our analysis was conducted only to linear order in δθ p , the presence of a quadratic term in the expression above is indicative of the overall behavior of the amplification factorμ z (71).
As we can see from (71), the plasma contribution to the optical properties of the SGL is governed by the factor F pg , which, in the absence of plasma, is F pg = 1. Using δθ g = 2r g /b = 8.49 × 10 −6 (R ⊙ /b) and δθ p from (61), we estimate the ratio of the two deflection angles as:
Examining (73) as a function of the impact parameter, we see that for sungrazing rays passing by the Sun with impact parameter b ≃ R ⊙ , this ratio reaches its largest value of δθ p /δθ g = 1.02 × 10 −7 λ/1 µm 2 , which may be quite significant for microwave and longer wavelengths. For a wave with λ ≃ 3 mm passing that close to the Sun, the plasma contribution approaches that due to the gravitational bending, δθ p /δθ g ∼ 0.92. As a result, the factor F pg from (71) decreases to F pg ∼ 0.44, which, as seen from (71), leads to reducing the light amplification of the SGL to only F 2 pg ∼ 0.19 compared to its value for the plasma-free case and broadening the PSF by a factor of F −1 pg ∼ 2.28, thus, reducing the angular resolution of the SGL in this case by the same amount. For the wavelength λ ≃ 3 cm, the ratio (73) increases to δθ p /δθ g ∼ 91.8, which results in a light amplification factor of F 2 pg ∼ 2.97 × 10 −5 compared to the plasma-free case with resolution degraded by the factor F −1 pg ∼ 184. Further increasing the wavelength to λ ≃ 30 cm leads to an obliteration of the optical properties of the SGL, where light amplification is reduced by a factor of 2.97×10 −9 compared to the plasma-free case, with angular resolution degraded by the factor 1.84 × 10 5 . At the same time, we can clearly see from (73) that for optical or IR bands, say for λ ≃ 1 µm or less, the ratio (73) is exceedingly small and may be neglected which results in F pg = 1 for waves in this part of the EM spectrum. This conclusion opens the way for using the SGL for imaging and spectroscopic applications of faint, distant targets.
Discussion and Conclusions
We studied the propagation of a monochromatic EM wave on the background of a spherically symmetric gravitational field produced by a gravitational mass monopole described in the first post-Newtonian approximation of the general theory of relativity taken and the solar corona represented by the free electron plasma distribution described by a generic, spherically symmetric power law model for the electron number density (2). We used a generalized model for the solar plasma, which covers the entire solar system from the solar photosphere to the termination shock (i.e., valid for 0 ≤ r ≤ R ⋆ , [18] ). We considered the linear combination of gravity and plasma effects, neglecting interaction between the two. This approximation is valid in the solar system environment.
The static component of the solar plasma affects the optical properties of the SGL, especially for microwave or longer wavelengths. It leads to a defocusing, which should not affect the size nor the position of the caustic line, except for the distance to the beginning of the focal line. Such plasma behavior does not induce aberrations, leaving the PSF of the SGL unchanged. Although temporal variability in the plasma may introduce additional aberrations, at optical wavelengths such effects are mostly negligible or may be accounted for with standard observational techniques [20] . Short term temporal variability in the plasma may be accounted for by relying, for instance, on longer integration times. Alternatively, one may rely on the differential Doppler technique, introduced in [8] and applied in [36] , which would allow the plasma contribution to be greatly reduced, by more than three orders of magnitude.
In this approach, we relied on the spherical symmetry to capture the largest terms, representing the realistic field distributions in the solar system. An almost identical approach may be used to account for any nonsphericity that may be present either in the gravitational field or in the plasma distribution, or else would be introduced by imprecise spacecraft navigation and trajectory determination. Thus, the 1/r or 1/r 2 terms may be included by applying the model that is already developed here. One would have to redefine the the r g and µ 2 parameters in (21). If quadrupole terms (i.e., terms in the potential that behave as 1/r
3 ) are present, one can use a spherical coordinate system to solve the Maxwell equations. For higher order non-sphericity, given that for the solar system those terms are very small, one may develop a perturbation approach with respect to appropriately defined small parameters.
The approach presented here may be extended on a more general case of an extended Sun [37, 38] and an arbitrary model of the solar plasma with a weak latitude dependence [4, 6] . We also emphasize that the SGL with its high light amplification and angular resolution properties could provide unique conditions to test relativistic gravitation and fundamental physics. This work is ongoing and results, when available, will be published elsewhere.
